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Walking With Gorillas
Dr. Gladys Kalema-Zikusoka
An Inspiring Memoir, for Fans of Jane Goodall, Dian Fossey,
and Frans De Waal.
In her enchanting memoir, Dr. Gladys Kalema-Zikusoka,
Uganda’s first wildlife veterinarian, tells the remarkable story from
her animal-loving childhood to her career protecting endangered
mountain gorillas and other wild animals. She is also the defender
of people as a groundbreaking promoter of human public health
and an advocate for revolutionary integrated approaches to
saving our planet. In an increasingly interconnected world, animal
and human health alike depend on sustainable solutions and Dr.
Gladys has developed an innovative approach to conservation
among the endangered Mountain Gorillas of Bwindi Impenetrable
Forest and their human neighbors.
Walking with Gorillas takes the reader on an incredible personal
journey with Dr. Gladys, from her early days as a student in
Uganda, enduring the assassination of her father during civil war,
to her veterinarian education in England to establishing the first
veterinary department for the Ugandan government to founding
one of the first organizations in the world that enables people to
coexist with wildlife through improving the health and wellbeing of
both. Her award-winning approach reduced the impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic on critically endangered mountain gorillas.
In the face of discrimination and a male dominated world, one
woman’s passion and determination to build a brighter future for
the local wildlife and human community offers inspiration and
insights into what is truly possible for our planet when we come
together.

AUTHOR BIO
2022 Edinburgh Medal recipient, National Geographic Explorer,
and winner of the Sierra Club Earthcare Award, Dr. Gladys
Kalema-Zikusoka has been a life-long champion of wildlife, from
the early days of looking after stray animals at home, to setting up
a wildlife club at school. As an African woman growing up in a
male dominated society, she found the determination and
courage to overcome the many obstacles to her gender to
become Uganda’s first wildlife vet, treating the critically
endangered mountain gorillas of Bwindi National Park. From
there, she founded her non-profit, Conservation Through Public
Health, a systems-changing policy of making human health a
priority to assure the health of wildlife, and the social enterprise,
Gorilla Conservation Coffee to protect endangered gorillas,
create health and prosperity for the local human communities,
and be a caretaker for our planet. She lives outside Kampala,
Uganda, with her husband and sons.
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Praise for Walking with Gorillas:
"Her story is amazing and I recommend this book to everyone interested in conservation, alleviating poverty,
and the role of women in society. But perhaps most importantly it is a truly inspiring story of how one determined
and dedicated woman overcame many setbacks and faced many dangers to follow and realize her dream. She
has made a huge difference to conservation in Uganda and she is an inspiring example to young—and not so
young—people everywhere." —Jane Goodall, PhD, DBE and UN Messenger of Peace
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First Light
A Journey Out of Darkness
Lucas Matthiessen
A deeply felt literary memoir of one man’s journey to
redemption through vision loss, alcoholism, and the burden
of a family legacy.
Born to the author Peter Matthiessen, young Lucas traveled
through life believing himself a disappointment to his famous
father. From an early age, Lucas was exposed to the fanciful
ideas of his parent’s group of renowned bohemians as well as to
their addictive pastimes. Within the shadow of his father’s
professional success came another source of darkness—the
deterioration of Lucas’s vision from retinitis pigmentosa. With
blindness looming imminently, Lucas spirals downward, unsure
of how to turn his degree in English Literature into a job and
relying more and more on alcohol. As Lucas’ drinking and
eyesight worsen, so too do his interpersonal relationships and
first career in publishing.
First Light is a memoir of loss and learning. By pulling himself
out of addiction and accepting that he will lose his sight
completely, Lucas transitions from being “the son of” someone
famous to an individual with his own strong sense of self. Despite
continued personal tragedies, Lucas develops a second sight that
is aimed inward, laying his triumphs and failures bare.
With great honesty, Lucas Matthiessen creates a vivid portrait of
self-destruction and rebirth, which is, above all, a vision of hope.

AUTHOR BIO
Lucas Matthiessen is a retired psychotherapist and mental
health program administrator. He received a BA in English
Literature from Columbia University and a Masters degree in
Social Work from New York University. Prior to losing his vision,
he was an associate editor at The Paris Review, Quest
magazine, and Penguin Books. He has served on the Board of
Directors of the Guide Dog Foundation since 2009 and is a public
speaker on vision loss and mental health program administration.
He resides in New York City.
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It's Not What You Think
An American Woman in Saudi Arabia
Sabeeha Rehman
From the author of Threading My Prayer Rug, an
eye-opening view of life in Saudi Arabia.
It’s Not What You Think is a wry, incisive account of working in
Saudi Arabia that offers insight into that insular patriarchal society,
what is so attractive to expatriates living there, and what was
contradictory or confining about it for a naturalized American who
is a woman and a Muslim. A hospital executive in New Jersey,
Sabeeha relocated with her oncologist husband to Riyadh, the
most conservative city in the country, intending to remain two
years. They ended up staying for six. Her book takes the reader
on a journey of discovery that mirrors her own.

Offered an influential position at Riyadh’s most prestigious
hospital, she first has to obtain her husband’s permission to work.
In public spaces, she quickly encounters the morality police but
also learns the freedom of the abaya. Sales men staff the lingerie
department. Women in Riyadh do not work in public places, yet
they hold positions of authority within corporate culture; and
outside Riyadh, she discovers that women-owned-and-operated
businesses flourish, and Bedouin women could drive in the
desert decades before Riyadh’s ban was relaxed. Through
Sabeeha’s eyes, we see how Saudi and Western expat cultures
coexist within the boundaries of “don’t ask, don’t tell,” how
traditions define the identity of the Saudi nation, and how to
discern what is “culturally appropriate” versus what is required
legally. As she dons pilgrim’s garb, we join her on the hajj, to
discover the intensity and spiritual high of the devout.

AUTHOR BIO
Sabeeha Rehman is an author, blogger, and speaker on
interfaith understanding. Her memoir Threading My Prayer Rug:
One Woman's Journey from Pakistani Muslim to American
Muslim was shortlisted for the William Saroyan International
Prize for Writing, named one of Booklist's Top Ten Religious and
Spirituality Books and Top Ten Diverse Nonfiction Books, awarded
honorable mention in the San Francisco Book Festival Awards,
Spiritual Category, and was a United Methodist Women's
Reading Program Selection. Sabeeha has given more than 250
talks in nearly a hundred cities at houses of worship, academic
institutions, libraries, and community organizations, including the
Chautauqua Institution. She is also the author, with Walter Ruby,
of We Refuse to Be Enemies: How Muslims and Jews Can Make
Peace, One Friendship at a Time, and has given more than
eighty book talks nationwide and overseas. She is an op-ed
contributor to the Wall Street Journal, New York Daily News and
the Baltimore Sun. She lives with her husband in New York City.
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We Refuse to Be
Enemies
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Threading My Prayer
Rug
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Rug
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$25.99/$34.99 Can.

Praise for It's Not What You Think:
"Painfully funny, genuinely touching, culturally confounding, unexpectedly unnerving, and just plain unexpected,
Sabeeha's adventure drops us into the dynamic heartland of her faith, confronting the stereotypes that keep
countries, cultures, and the people in them so lonely. This warm and wild journey changes her. And if you let her, it'll
change you too."—Haroon Moghul, author of Two Billion Caliphs
“In this engrossing and compelling read, Sabeeha Rehman takes us inside Saudi Arabia, globally the most closed
and secretive country. . . . A brilliant, insightful, and fascinating tour of a state where freedom of religion, freedom to
assemble, and freedom of expression are limited.”—Jan Goodwin, award-winning author, journalist, Soros and
Kiplinger fellow and former senior fellow at Brandeis University’s Schuster Institute of Investigative Journalism
"Easy to read, engaging, and informative, It’s Not What You Think will be a great help to all who aspire to visit/work
in Middle East in general and Saudi Arabia in particular. For folks navigating different cultures/traditions/faiths, it
provides a great introduction from an author who successfully navigated these challenges. I was privileged to consult
for the ailing King Fahd in June 2005 and attest to the high standards of health care and the great medical institution
at KFMRC where the author held a very senior administrative position.”—Prof. Faroque Ahmad Khan, MB MACP.
Chairman, Interfaith Institute of Long Island
“In this charming book, Sabeeha shows how even a devout Muslim who had previously visited Saudi Arabia for
pilgrimage can have her stereotypical views of the Kingdom continually shattered for the better. She reveals how
Saudi women both exercise their power and irreversibly expand the boundaries of their power within the confines of
a patriarchal society subject to the unavoidable winds of societal change.”—Imam Feisall Abdul Rauf, founder of
Cordoba House, author of Defining Islamic Statehood, and What’s Right with Islam
“Sabeeha Rehman’s travelogue memoir invites as well as entertains, inspiring the reader with personal adventures
and insight into Saudi Arabia—a modest masterpiece.”—Sidney Offit, former president of the Authors Guild
Foundation and Authors League Fund and author of Memoirs of a Bookie’s Son
Praise for Threading My Prayer Rug:
FINALIST FOR THE WILLIAM SAROYAN INTERNATIONAL PRIZE FOR WRITING. ONE OF BOOKLIST'S TOP
TEN RELIGION AND SPIRITUALITY BOOKS. ONE OF BOOKLIST'S TOP TEN DIVERSE NONFICTION BOOKS.
Honorable Mention in the San Francisco Book Festival Awards, Spiritual Category
A 2019 United Methodist Women Reading Program Selection
"Compelling . . . Guaranteed to broaden your horizons and make you see the world a little differently."—Dawn Raffel,
"35 Memoirs Everyone Should Read," Reader's Digest
"Rehman’s personal journey is her own, but speaks broadly to all immigrant journeys in contemporary America. With
so much discussion about immigrants from Muslim in the national conversation, it’s good to have a story with this
unique perspective."—Booklist, starred review
"Rehman’s spirited debut memoir illuminates the challenges of living an authentically Muslim life in America. . . . With
sparkling anecdotes about everything from the 'Christmas-ization of Eid' to engineering her son’s marriage, Rehman
lends a light heart and an open mind to the process of becoming a multicultural 'hybrid.'" —Publishers Weekly
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ROAR
Roger Orr: American Master, The Oral Biography
Compiled and Edited by Bruce Wagner
A new novel by Hollywood’s "master of satire."
The myth of an epic, public life—its triumphs and tragedies—is
a particularly American obsession. ROAR is a metafictional
exploration of such a life and attendant fame of an extraordinary,
and completely made up, man.
Born in Nashville in 1940 and adopted by a wealthy San
Francisco couple, Roger Orr—“Roar”—became an underground
stand-up comedian with a cult following while still in his teens,
segueing to an acclaimed songwriter in the Sixties. In the
decades that followed, his talent spanned the worlds of
entertainment, from film directing and books to fine art (paintings,
sculpture). His promethean energies expanded to the world of
medicine; he became a dermatologist, the first to patent cadaver
skin for burn victims. A spiritual seeker who returned to India
throughout his life, Roar was also a voracious lover of both men
and women.
The journey of Roger Orr was a premonition of the cultural
earthquakes to come. It wasn’t until his 40s that Roar learned his
birth mother was black and it wasn't until his early 60s when he
began the hormonal treatment and surgeries that chipped away
at the armor covering what he always knew was his true identity:
that of a woman.
Roar’s saga is best told by a cacophony of voices—family
members, critics, historians, and the famous (Meryl Streep,
Amanda Gorman, Dave Chappelle, Andy Warhol)—including
some heard from the grave. In ROAR, Wagner brilliantly paints a
vivid picture of one man, our times, and our culture's enduring
obsession with fame.

AUTHOR BIO
Bruce Wagner has written twelve novels and bestsellers,
including the famous “Cellphone Trilogy,” I’m Losing You (PEN
USA finalist), I’ll Let You Go and Still Holding), Dead Stars, The
Empty Chair, and the PEN/Faulkner-finalist Chrysanthemum
Palace. He wrote the screenplay for David Cronenberg’s film
Maps to the Stars, for which Julianne Moore won Best Actress at
the Cannes Film Festival in 2014. In 1993, Wagner wrote and
created the visionary mini-series Wild Palms for producer Oliver
Stone and co-wrote (with Ullman) three seasons the acclaimed
Tracey Ullman’sState of the Union. He has written essays and
articles for the New York Times, Artforum and the New Yorker
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Praise for Bruce Wagner:
"Bruce Wagner is Hollywood’s master of satire."—Sam Wasson, author of The Big Goodbye: Chinatown and
the Last Years of Hollywood
"He is a visionary posing as a farceur."—Salman Rushdie
"[Wagner's The Empty Chair] would make a fine fictional companion to the Trappist monk Thomas Merton's
writings on spiritual outrage and the impossibility of solace." —Dani Shapiro, The New York Times Book
Review
"Bruce Wagner writes really wonderfully about that whole milieu [of Hollywood] and its gothic vanity."—Emma
Cline
"To say that [Maps to the Stars] deglamorizes the movie business is like saying that Upton Sinclair
deglamorized the meat-packing industry... the medium of film allows Wagner to make his audience visualize
(instead of merely imagine) the hallucinations that plague his characters."—Francine Prose
"Wagner is the James Joyce whose Dublin is Hollywood."—David Cronenberg
"[Dead Stars is] A Rabelaisian masterpiece."—Sam Sacks, The Wall Street Journal
"Bruce Wagner's stories about Hollywood are the best I've read since F. Scott Fitzgerald and Nathanael
West."—Terry Southern
"Wagner writes like a wizard. His prose writhes and coruscates."—John Updike
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Wealth Management
A Novel
Ed Zuckerman
For Fans of Jess Walter and Gary Shteyngart, a Financial
Thriller Featuring Three Ivy League MBAs who Must Put
Their Lopsided Love Triangle Aside to Snare International
Terrorists
In the lush world-banking capital of Geneva, Switzerland, three
friends from Harvard Business School find their lives and their
work unexpectedly intertwined. Catherine and Majid are handling
investments for clients with dubious pedigrees. When their
friend Rafe shows up in Geneva, he claims to be just another
start-up hedge fund manager. But Rafe, after a moral awakening,
is now an undercover agent with the U.S. Treasury’s Office of
Terrorism and Financial Intelligence and he’s in Geneva secretly
investigating his old friends, one of whom was his former lover.
Catherine and Rafe pick up right where they left off, even though
she’s now seeing Majid, but she’s soon in a tangle bigger than
infidelity when her biggest client appears to be leading her into a
trap of money laundering co-conspiracy. And then there’s Majid,
who would be more jealous of Rafe if he didn’t have more
worrisome problems, such as his biggest client shorting a
Nigerian oil company stock right before a catastrophic “accident.”
As the CIA closes in on the terrorists themselves, Rafe, with the
help of Detective Emmanuel Okoro of the Nigerian police, works
to find a way to save his friends and the world at the same time.
Fast-paced and entertaining, Wealth Management shows that
Emmy award-winning TV writer Edward Zuckerman is at the top
of his game.

AUTHOR BIO
Edward Zuckerman began his career as a journalist, writing for
Rolling Stone, Spy, the New Yorker, Harper's, Esquire, and many
other magazines. He wrote two well-reviewed nonfiction books,
The Day After World War III and Small Fortunes, and then moved
into writing for television dramas, including "Law & Order" (50+
episodes), "Blue Bloods," and "Law & Order: SVU." He has won
two Edgar Awards from the Mystery Writers of America and an
Emmy for his work on "Law & Order." He lives in Manhattan and
Manhattan Beach, California. Wealth Management is his first
novel.
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Praise for Wealth Management:
"Wealth Management is a pure joy to read, with a wickedly clever plot, vivid characters, and a fabulously droll
sense of humor that emerges even with the novel’s deadpan title. If you are a fan of Leonard or Le Carré, you
are going to love Zuckerman." —Douglas Preston, #1 New York Times bestselling co-author
of Bloodless and Diablo Mesa
“Edward Zuckerman’s sizzling Wealth Management is a polished debut novel that seamlessly blends twisty,
original characters with an ingenious plot and glittering foreign locales. An international financial thriller that’s
camera ready for a feature film, the tale simmers with the chilling suspense of David Baldacci’s best work and
the wry humor of Elmore Leonard’s iconic novels. The fast-paced, tangled-web plot crackles with energy and
high adventure and will keep you up past your bedtime. An original voice in the thriller genre, Zuckerman
moves to the head of the class.” —Paul Levine, author of the bestselling Jake Lassiter Series
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A Child Alone with Strangers
A Novel
Philip Fracassi
“Fracassi’s novel hits me like a cross between McCammon
and '80s King. Might be one of them summer blockbusters
readers love.” —Laird Barron, author of Worse Angels
"A Child Alone with Strangers starts out as a slow burn
procedural with supernatural elements and inexorably
cranks itself into a pulse-pounding symphony of eldritch
horrors and all-too-human violence. Philip Fracassi is the
best sort of horror writer--one who is unafraid to hunt for
light in even the darkest places." —Shaun Hamill, author
of A Cosmology of Monsters

When young Henry Thorne is kidnapped and held prisoner in a
remote farmhouse surrounded by miles of forest, he finds himself
connecting with a strange force living in the woods—using that
bond to wreak havoc against his captors. Unknown to the boy,
however, is that this ancient being has its own reasons for
wanting the interlopers gone—there is something hidden beneath
the house, tucked away in the dark, damp root cellar . . . waiting
for its return.

AUTHOR BIO
Philip Fracassi is an award-winning author and screenwriter. His
story collection, Behold the Void, won “Best Collection of the
Year” from both This Is Horror and Strange Aeons Magazine, and
has had numerous other short stories published in various
magazines and anthologies, including The Best Horror of the
Year. The author of Beneath a Pale Sky and Boys in the Valley,
you can follow Philip via his social media @philipfracassi.
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Curse of the Reaper
A Novel
Brian McAuley
Scream meets The Shining in this page-turning horror tale
about an aging actor haunted by the slasher movie villain he
brought to life.
Decades after playing the titular killer in the 80s horror franchise
Night of the Reaper, Howard Browning has been reduced to
signing autographs for his dwindling fanbase at genre
conventions. When the studio announces a series reboot, the
aging thespian is crushed to learn he’s being replaced in the
iconic role by heartthrob Trevor Mane, a former sitcom child-star
who’s fresh out of rehab. Trevor is determined to stay sober and
revamp his image while Howard refuses to let go of the character
he created, setting the stage for a cross-generational clash over
the soul of a monster. But as Howard fights to reclaim his legacy,
the sinister alter ego consumes his unraveling mind, pushing him
to the brink of violence. Is the method actor succumbing to
madness or has the devilish Reaper taken on a life of its own?
In his razor-sharp debut novel, film and television writer Brian
McAuley melds wicked suspense with dark humor and heart.
Curse of the Reaper is a tightly plotted thriller that walks the
tightrope between the psychological and the supernatural, while
characters struggling with addiction and identity bring to light the
harrowing cost of Hollywood fame.

AUTHOR BIO
Brian McAuley is a WGA screenwriter who has worked on
everything from family sitcoms to horror films. He received his
MFA in Screenwriting from Columbia University and he teaches at
Mount Saint Mary’s University in Los Angeles, where he currently
resides. Curse of the Reaper is his first novel.
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Praise for Curse of the Reaper:
“Curse of the Reaper is the best kind of horror—one that’s equal parts psychological nightmare and bonecrunching bloodshed. McAuley’s novel is a grim amalgam, retelling the inner-struggle of a modern day Jekyll
and Hyde and blending it (on high!) with every great 80’s slasher movie ever made. Reaper tackles madness,
addiction, the costs of stardom, and the innate servitude of every artist whose soul is chained to the growling,
hungry beast within. A wonderful, terrifying, thrilling novel not to be missed.”—Philip Fracassi, author of A Child
Alone With Strangers
“In Curse of the Reaper, Brian McAuley carves a grinning specter from our cultural addictions to fandom and
nostalgia, gleefully ripping through the boundaries between method and madness, pure scares and pitchperfect schlock. With vividly wounded characters and a true fan’s eye for the horror show, Curse of the Reaper
is an unmissable glimpse behind the screen.”—Gordon B. White, author of Rookfield and As Summer’s Mask
Slips and Other Disruptions
“The purpose of horror is to access the unconscious fears of the reader and exploit them. Brian McAuley does
just that in Curse of the Reaper. An homage to the horror films of the 80's, he delivers horror in a way that will
have you clutching the edge of your seat while whipping through the book until the very end. And I enjoyed
every single page of it.”—Tracy Cross, author of Rootwork
“Brian McAuley takes Method acting to maniacal meta-horror heights in his Poe-infused slasher Curse of the
Reaper, which reads like a pitch-perfect riff off of Peter Bogdanovich’s Targets, a Los Angeles-cast Cask of
Amontillado, and a Jerry Stahl-penned tug-of-war between Boris Karloff and Kane Hodder. Read it.”—Clay
McLeod Chapman, author of The Remaking and Ghost Eaters
“A love letter to slashers, and a nod to our addictions. To drugs, to fame. To the memories of who we once
were.” —Jamie Flanagan, co-writer of Netflix’s Midnight Mass and The Haunting of Bly Manor
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Love Conquers All
An Amish Christmas Romance
Linda Byler
Amish novelist Linda Byler spins a heartwarming tale about
an Amish widow trying to survive in colonial America.
Paula has been cursed since birth—or so her mother told her
for as long as she could remember. Her life is plagued by bad
omens and disaster waits at every turn. Still, nothing could
prepare her for the loss of three of her children, and then her
husband. A recent immigrant to America, now a single mother of
two, and dealing with severe anxiety, Paula faces a long winter of
trials and heartache. When Paula's younger daughter becomes
seriously ill, Paula sets out on foot through the deep snow to get
help. Along the way, she encounters another recent immigrant
from Germany—a man who quickly becomes a great help and
comfort.
But Paula's fears of more tragedy threaten to derail their
budding relationship. Besides that, the floundering couple find
themselves in trouble with the church. And Paula's headstrong
eight-year-old daughter is determined that no man will try to take
her late father's place.
Will Christmas bring more heartache, or the hope of a brighter
future?
Author Linda Byler is an active member of the Amish church
and writes all her novels by hand with a pen and notebook. She
offers a unique and fascinating look into Amish history and
culture.

AUTHOR BIO
Linda Byler grew up Amish and is an active member of the
Amish church today. She is the author of several bestselling
fiction series, all set in the Amish world: The Long Road Home,
The Dakota Series, Hester’s Hunt for Home, Lancaster Burning,
Sadie’s Montana, and Lizzie Searches for Love. She is also the
author of The Healing, A Second Chance, and several Amish
Christmas romance novels. Linda is well known within the Amish
community as a columnist for a weekly Amish newspaper. She
lives near Lancaster, Pennsylvania.
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All the Things I Wish I Knew
How to Be a Fierce Chick Living her Best Life
Sarah Centrella
All the Things I Wish I Knew shares eighty life lessons and
practical advice for women from master life coach Sarah
Centrella, who has spent the last decade coaching women
around the world on how to create and live their dream lives.
These are just a few of the lessons Centrella shares:
·How do you effectively self-advocate, especially if you’re
someone who normally runs from conflict?
·How do you build confidence and overcome imposter
syndrome?
·How do you know when it’s time to walk away from an
unhealthy relationship?
·How to date yourself and take that life-changing solo trip.
·What should a woman know when traveling alone?
·How do you become the woman you dream of being?
·How to effectively set goals and stop procrastinating!
·How to embrace your story and find your passion.
·How to be your children's greatest teacher.
·And much more!
This book addresses all the things we wished someone had told
us. From the silly ("no pantylines, please"), to the deep questions
about life, success, money, relationships, parenting, and being a
women. It’s real talk for real chicks, it cuts BS and packs a
punch! This is the wisdom we learn from each other, or through
trial and error throughout our life. All the Things I Wish I Knew
shares simple actionable tips, strategies, and proven tools to help
you get new results. It is Centrella's most powerful and effective
life coaching advice for women, and its goal is to help you
up-level every area of life.

AUTHOR BIO
Sarah Centrella is the author of Hustle Believe Receive
and #FutureBoards. As a master life transformation coach, she’s
worked with professional athletes in the NBA and NFL, celebrities,
and thousands of women around the world, helping them create
their dream life. Sarah is a sought after keynote speaker who's
shared the stage with Alex Rodriguez, Sheri Salata, Ed Mylett,
Joan Lunden, Lori Harder, and the cast of WAGS on E! Her story
has been featured by The Wall Street
Journal, Cosmopolitan, Women's World, Girls Life, the New York
Times, PBS Road Trip Nation, LA Unscripted,
OK! Magazine, Good Morning America, and many others. Sarah
is the Founder & CEO of Centrella Company, and resides with
her three children in Portland, Oregon.
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Power
The Rise of Black Women in America
Charity C. Elder
“Black women are dope because they rise and are yet
rising. This dopeness is not hyperbolic or symbolic—rather,
it is borne of persecution that has failed to frustrate a
perseverant persistence to prevail.”
Before sea to shining sea. Before spacious skies were pierced
by purple mountains. Before the uniting of one nation. Black
women learned to rise. In POWER: THE RISE OF BLACK
WOMEN IN AMERICA, award-winning journalist and digital
media executive Charity C. Elder posits that there has never been
a better time to be a Black woman in the United States.
POWER is an incisive disquisition on Black womanhood
weaving theoretical frameworks of history and sociology with
poignant interviews, ethnographic observation, and anecdotes
gleaned from history, social media, pop culture, and the author’s
lived experiences.
Using data, the author substantiates the triumph of Black
women. Original analysis of eighty years of US census data,
prepared by the University of Minnesota and analyzed by Dr.
Constance F. Citro, documents the remarkable ascension of
Black women since the early twentieth century. An exclusive
national survey conducted in partnership with the Marist Poll in
2021 not only reveals that 70 percent of Black women say they
have been successful in life, but also that most believe they have
the power to succeed.
POWER does not shy away from the realities of structural
oppression identified by the late Black feminist scholar bell hooks;
rather it illuminates how Black women exercise agency to create
meaningful lives. Success is not an anomaly, but a defining
characteristic. Black women have amassed power—now, Elder
posits, they need to acknowledge it and then wield the hell out of
it.

AUTHOR BIO
Charity C. Elder is an award-winning journalist and media
executive with twenty-plus years working and leading in
broadcast and digital newsrooms. Selected in 2017 and profiled
for NYC Media’s Vanguard: Women in Media, in 2016, she was
named on Folio magazine's list of top women in media. In 2020,
she served as a senior adviser to the Mike Bloomberg
presidential campaign. Prior to joining the Bloomberg campaign,
Elder was the Head of Video and Podcasts for Yahoo News at
Verizon Media, leading a team of innovative producers redefining
news in the era of immersive journalism. She also worked as a
television news producer at both CBS News and NBC News.
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Thunder Without Rain
A Memoir with Dangerous Game, God's Cattle, African Buffalo
Thomas McIntyre
“When you hear thunder without rain–it is the buffalo
approaching.” This line from a Yoruba hunting poem
conveys the magnificent power of the African buffalo, also
called “God’s cattle.” Hunter and writer Thomas McIntyre
has pursued this special animal for the last forty years, and
he now shares his expertise in Thunder Without Rain.
McIntyre's topics are wide-ranging, from the various species of
the African buffalo and their territories to the cultural importance of
buffalo and its place among wild bovids. Other material he covers
includes:

·African, European, and American methods for hunting buffalo
·Historical explorers as buffalo hunters
·Great buffalo hunters, including Theodore Roosevelt, Robert
Ruark, Craig Boddington, and Robert Jones
·Ernest Hemingway’s writing on buffalo
·Correct cartridges for hunting African buffalo
·And finally, what makes buffalo so dangerous—and so sought
after?
After exploring all topics related to the African buffalo, including
hunts of his own, McIntyre ends with the fate of modern buffalo
hunting, now often guided and for a high price, and the
sustainability of this practice. In Thunder Without Rain, McIntyre
confronts his obsession with African buffalo and brings the reader
along for a fascinating journey.

AUTHOR BIO
Thomas McIntyre has written hundreds of articles appearing in
Sports Afield, Field & Stream, Gray’s Sporting Journal,
Petersen’s Hunting, American Hunter, Men’s Journal, Outdoor
Life, Bugle, Sporting Classics, Fly Rod & Reel as well as in a
score of anthologies. Tom is on the mastheads as a contributing
editor of both Sports Afield and Field & Stream magazines. He
resides in Sheridan, Wyoming.
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Praise for Thunder Without Rain:
“Only a writer of McIntyre’s caliber can make our most
intriguing continent come so alive.” —Phil Caputo
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Called to Serve
The Inspiring, Untold Stories of America's First Responders
Mike Hardwick
Join brave American men and women first responders in
sixteen inspiring tales of heroism.
There is no question that it has been a rough few years for
America and around the world. But along with news of the
COVID-19 pandemic, new variants, wildfires, etc., there also
emerged stories of heroism, courage, and what it truly means to
be an American.
Called to Serve: The Inspiring, Untold Stories of America’s First
Responders tells sixteen stories of America’s unsung heroes.
These brave police officers, firefighters, and emergency medical
professionals risk their lives every day, not knowing if it will be
their last. Readers will get an inside look into their lives on and off
the job, often revealing the challenges and triumphs of keeping us
healthy and safe.
The book takes the reader on a very personal journey of what it
is like to handle life and death situations and the toll it takes on
first responders. From policing drug infested neighborhoods,
pulling firefighters’ bodies from the ruble at Ground Zero and
letting families cry on your shoulder after their loved one was
murdered—to being an Elvis impersonator to raise money for
fallen firefighters—these remarkable individuals are America’s
finest. Called to Serve will give every American a deep
appreciation of what first responders’ lives are really like, and their
unwavering dedication to serve and protect every American.

AUTHOR BIO
Mike Hardwick is the founder, chairman, and CEO of Churchill
Mortgage Corporation. He is a seasoned veteran in the
mortgage and banking industries for the past forty years.
Hardwick oversees a team of more than one thousand
teammates, dedicated to serving others and aiding homebuyers
in their journey to debt-free home ownership. Prior to Churchill
Mortgage, Hardwick started a condominium conversion
company which grew to one of the largest in the nation. He then
became the one of the principal founders of Franklin National
Bank in Franklin, Tennessee. He has a BA degree in Theology
and Music from Gateway College, and a BA degree in business
administration and finance from Belmont University.
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Dava Guerin is an author or co-author of seven books and has
been a marketing communications consultant and owner of a
public relations firm for twenty-five years. She was also the
communications director for the US Association of Former
Members of Congress, profile editor of Bucks Living Magazine
and has published numerous op-eds in national publications. She
supports the Barbara Bush Foundation for Family Literacy and
the Gary Sinise Foundation. She has a BA Degree in English
Literature from Goddard College and graduates Summa Cum
Laude with a master’s degree in organizational behavior from
Temple University.
Sam Royer believes in helping American Heroes achieve the
American Dream—buying their own home. As National Director
of Heroes First Home Loans, Royer helps provide affordable
mortgage financing for active and retired military members,
police, firefighters, healthcare workers, educators, and other civil
servants. His experience in the US Marine Corps and ability to
forge relationships with frontline workers have allowed Royer to
stake out a unique position in the industry while fueling his
passion to give back to those who take care of us. He has been a
consistent top performer in the mortgage business and has
garnered numerous awards for his work, including from the
Daytona Beach Police Department, Volusia County Sheriff’s
Office, and Flagler County Sheriff’s Office. A US Marine (Ret.) he
is currently the national director of Heroes First Loans Division of
Churchill Mortgage Corporation. He is active in raising fund and
awareness of Police, Fire and EMS professionals in Florida as
well advocates on their behalf. He is a dedicated volunteer,
helping provide food and other needed services to first
responders during local emergencies.
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Praise for Called to Serve:
"In Called to Serve: The Inspiring and Untold Stories of America’s First Responders, readers will get to know some of
America’s finest. Emergency medical technicians and paramedics reveal behind-the-scenes accounts of saving lives
and saving themselves as they are dispatched in their ambulances. Police officers, a sheriff, and constable share
their heartfelt stories of not only solving crimes and arresting bad guys but highlighting what good police work is all
about. Finally, firefighters, many of whom have had to deal with serious injuries as well as post-traumatic stress, give
readers a window into their devotion to helping others and changing lives in the process. I know you will be moved
and motivated by the stories in this extraordinary book by my very good friend Mike Hardwick and his co-authors
Dava Guerin and Sam Royer."—JOHN RICH, country music singer-songwriter, record producer, and activist
"Called to Serve: The Inspiring, Untold Stories of America’s First Responders written by my good friend, Dava
Guerin, and authors Mike Hardwick and Sam Royer, is a must-read for every American. In this important book, you
will be moved by the deeply personal stories about first responders such as John (Woody) Woodall, as well as those
who risk their lives for our health and safety and live by the oath they take to 'serve and protect.' When I was
diagnosed with breast cancer, our family had to adjust. We were the recipients of a million acts of kindness. My
daughters were in elementary school but that experience of seeing their mom bald and going through chemotherapy
helped them connect to other families who had been diagnosed with cancer. Many of their friends over the years had
parents affected by this awful disease. This experience helped our family build a degree of resilience that comes
from learning early on that life can throw you curve balls and that none of us can get through those tough times
without our friends, family, and neighbors who step in to help. A sense of gratitude will always be a part of our
family’s idea of service given how our lives were upended at that time. I think service needs to be something that you
teach your children early. Service starts within the family. For us, we are grateful for the amazing first responders and
veterans and cancer warriors whom we have met over the years. Their extraordinary strength has driven us to work
hard every day."—JENNIFER GRIFFIN, Fox News National Security correspondent
"Christians are admonished to give honor to whom honor is due. This includes the brave men and women who have
dedicated themselves to protecting and serving the needs of people in perilous conditions. Called to
Serve introduces us to a small number of heroes engaged in what is increasingly a thankless service fraught with
risks for those who have chosen the path less traveled. We respect and honor our first responders for the high cost
of their service to humanity. We thank the authors for blessing us with this book."—DR. CAROL M. SWAIN,
distinguished senior fellow for Constitutional Studies, Texas Public Policy Foundation
“There are no better authors to bring us the stories of America’s first responders in Called to Serve than Dava
Guerin, Mike Hardwick, and Sam Royer, because they—like them—have public service in their DNA. What unites
them with the everyday heroes we meet in the pages of this wonderful book, is a sense of optimism and positivity
that can overcome even the biggest of obstacles. Especially in today’s challenging times of wars abroad, a global
pandemic, and hyper-partisanship at home, we need the kind of book that shows us that America still is a very
special place, with communities throughout the country enriched by men and women living the dignity of public
service on a daily basis. I hope every American will read this important and inspirational book."—PETE WEICHLEIN,
CEO, US Association of Former Members of Congress.
"Fifteen stories from across the country recounting the bravery, self-sacrifice, and public service performed the
unsung heroes among us—our first responders. These are people running toward danger when there is trouble.
These are the people who seek no glory, who 'are just doing my job,' and who you hope you never meet but know
you will when they are needed. These are real stories of real Americans just doing their job and I am so proud that
we get to share their stories."—DAVID S. FERRIERO, archivist of the United States
"While most flee the sound of danger, there are those who run to the roar. They are the best among us. With
undeniable qualities not often seen since the time of our great-grandparents, first responders exist as living remnants
of the Greatest Generation. Unasked are questions like how or why or when or where … a simple YES is their only
response when Called to Serve."—ANDY ANDREWS, New York Times bestselling author of The Traveler’s
Gift and The Noticer; founder of WisdomHarbour.com
"Called to Serve is a wonderful peek inside the very heart and soul of our country’s first responders. This wonderful
book by Mike Hardwick, Dava Guerin, and Sam Royer should be required reading for every American who has or will
need to call 911 one day. In other words, all of us. We need to learn more about the men and women who will show
up at our door when we need help the most." —JEAN BECKER, author and former chief of staff of President George
H. W. Bush
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Thriving in the Storm
Nine Principles to Help You Overcome Any Adversity
Bill Murphy
When the storm hits, you have three choices: give up and
become a victim; do what you can to survive; or learn to
thrive.
You don’t need to have exceptional talents or resources to
overcome adversity, be resilient, and achieve extraordinary goals.
You are capable of more than you realize. You can learn to thrive.
Bill Murphy is proof.
He’ll be the first to tell you he is nothing special, but he has been
able to overcome an abusive childhood, post-traumatic stress
(PTSD), mental health challenges, and unexpected crises to
finish an Ironman, earn a black belt in Krav Maga, and run the
Boston Marathon five times—including one on crutches. He’s a
regular guy who is now thriving at the top of his profession, too.
And in Thriving in the Storm, he explains how you can achieve
similar success.
Murphy shares the 9 key principles and the 21 mental exercises
that have helped him succeed beyond what anyone thought was
possible. By distilling wisdom from other experts like Tony
Robbins and Grant Cardone, sharing personal anecdotes, and
telling inspirational stories from other achievers he’s encountered,
Murphy has created a straight-talk, self-help resource for anyone
who wants to transform their feelings of shame, anger,
resentment, rejection, and fear into great success, happiness,
peace, and an overall enthusiasm for life.

AUTHOR BIO
BILL MURPHY is a nationally recognized mortgage originator
who has closed over one and a half billion dollars in loans and
been a top producer for 25 years. He is a marathoner,
ultramarathoner, Ironman finisher, and has a second-degree
black belt in Krav Maga. He has raised over $500,000 for the
Make-A-Wish-Foundation, and actively supports a number of
charities, including Fairway Cares, The American Warrior
Initiative, and the Dana Farber Cancer Institute. He is the founder
of the nonprofit Thrive Foundation.
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Praise for Thriving in the Storm:
"All of us face adversities and the unexpected in our lives. Thriving the Storm is a book that will help the reader
learn the steps on how to navigate those “unexpected“ adversities. Murphy writes the book with passion and
focuses on the needed persistence, discipline, and consistency needed to “thrive in the storms” of life. A great
book from a great person."—Steve Jacobson, CEO, Fairway Mortgage
"Thriving in the Storm is a tour de force for man who has spent his life trying to better himself and the world
around him. Bill's refreshingly honest and very personal look at his own life and the obstacles that he has
overcome has given me permission to do the same. The practical exercises make this book incredibly
accessible for anyone interested in overcoming their own obstacles and are a road map to a successful life."—
Sean Holleran, CEO, Make-A-Wish® Massachusetts and Rhode Island
“Bill Murphy could be the poster child for mental toughness. Thriving in the Storm should be required reading
for anyone who is looking for a kick in the pants to go from mediocre to amazing – either in sales or in life. We
are either in the middle of a storm, just coming out of a storm, or a storm is headed our way, brewing for us
right around the corner of our lives. This book will give you a blueprint on how to shift your mindset to take the
experiences from these storms and learn to believe in yourself again. In this book, Murph shares wisdom and
real-life examples of individuals overcoming seemingly impossible obstacles to achieve massive
success. Change your mindset, do the work, and anything is possible!”—Louise Thaxton, cofounder and CEO,
American Warrior Initiative
"Thriving in the Storm is a testament to the virtue and strength of the human spirit. Bill Murphy speaks from the
heart and offers exercises that represent a practical philosophy for success."—Dr. Jeanne King, PhD,
psychologist and author
"Bill has shared his journey so that others facing adversity are inspired to overcome them. Focus, grit,
determination all win the day with Bill's story. When adversity strikes, focus on the goal and step through it with
confidence."—Dave Bedard, author of Graduate & Grow Rich
“Over the past 35 years, I have read or listened to several hundred, if not thousands, of business books.
Thriving In the Storm struck a chord with me unlike any other. I was blown away by Bill’s toughness, tenacity,
and ability to truly thrive emotionally, physically, and professionally despite unimaginable adversity as a
child. This book will have you believing you can accomplish anything! You should devour this book!”—Mike
Savage, business coach and CEO, Savage Secrets
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Justice in the Age of Judgment
From Amanda Knox to Kyle Rittenhouse and the Battle for Due Process in the
Digital Age
Anne Bremner, JD
From Amanda Knox to O.J., Casey Anthony to Kyle
Rittenhouse, our justice system faces scrutiny and pressure
from the media and public like never before. Can the
bedrock of “innocent until proven guilty” survive in what
acclaimed Seattle attorney and legal analyst Anne Bremner
calls the age of judgement?
When unscrupulous Italian prosecutors waged an all-out war in
the media and courtroom to wrongly convict American exchange
student Amanda Knox for a murder she didn’t commit, family and
friends turned to renowned Seattle attorney and media legal
analyst Anne Bremner to help win her freedom. The case was
dubbed the “trial of the decade” and would coincide with the
explosion of social media and a new era of trying cases in public
as much as the courtroom. While Italian prosecutors, the press,
and online lynch mobs convicted Knox in the court of public
opinion, Bremner would draw upon her decades in the courtroom
and in front of the camera to turn the tide with a new kind of
defense in pursuit of justice.
In Justice in the Age of Judgement, Bremner takes us inside
some of the biggest cases of recent times and offers her expert,
thought-provoking insights and analysis as our legal system
faces unprecedented forces fighting to tip the scales of justice
their way. Why couldn’t prosecutors convict O.J. Simpson
despite all of the evidence seemingly proving he killed his wife
Nicole? Could a jury remain unbiased in the face of overwhelming
public pressure in the trial of Minneapolis police officer Derek
Chauvin for the murder of George Floyd? Why was Kyle
Rittenhouse exonerated after shooting three people (killing two)
with an assault rifle at a violent rally despite widespread media
reports seemingly proving his guilt, and national calls for his
conviction?
Justice in the Age of Judgement is Bremner’s unparalleled and
unflinching look at the captivating cases tried on Twitter and TV,
where the burden of proof and fundamental legal tenet of
“innocent until proven guilty” is under assault from the court of
public opinion.
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AUTHOR BIO
Anne Bremner, JD, is a trial attorney and one of the nation’s
most recognized legal analysts. Her decades-long practice
emphasizes civil rights, catastrophic loss, defense, and criminal
law. In her thirty-five years as an attorney, she has been lead
counsel for numerous highly publicized court cases. As a
contributing broadcast legal analyst, Bremner appears regularly
on national networks including CNN, Fox, CBS, NBC, MSNBC,
the BBC, Court TV, and others. She has been voted one of the
best lawyers in Seattle and one of Seattle’s Top 25 most
influential people. She is a Stanford graduate and has a perfect
AVVO rating as an attorney. She lives in Seattle, Washington.
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The Wuhan Cover-Up
How US Health Officials Conspired with the Chinese Military to Hide the Origins
of COVID-19
Robert F., Jr. Kennedy
“RFK Jr. exposes the decades of lies.”—Luc Montagnier,
Nobel laureate
From the New York Times, Wall Street Journal, USA Today,
Publishers Weekly bestselling author of The Real Anthony
Fauci comes an explosive exposé of the cover-up behind
the true origins of COVID-19.

“Gain-of-function” experiments are conducted to deliberately
develop highly virulent, easily transmissible coronavirus
pathogens for the stated purpose of developing preemptive
vaccines for animal viruses before they jump to humans. More
insidious is the “dual use” nature of this research, specifically
directed toward bioweapons development.

The Wuhan Cover-up pulls back the curtain on how the US
government increase in biosecurity spending after the 2001 terror
attacks led Dr. Anthony Fauci, director of the National Institute of
Allergy and Infectious Diseases, to set in motion a plan to
transform the NIAID into a de facto Defense Department agency.
While Dr. Fauci zealously pursued gain-of-function research,
concern grew among some scientists and government officials
about the potential for accidental or deliberate release of
weaponized viruses from labs that might trigger worldwide
pandemics. A moratorium was placed on this research, but true
to form, Dr. Fauci found ways to continue
unperturbed—outsourcing some of his most controversial
experiments offshore to China and providing federal funding to
Wuhan Institute of Virology's (WIV's) leading researchers for
gain-of-function studies in partnership with the Chinese military
and the Chinese Communist Party.
Robert F. Kennedy Jr., whose meticulously researched and
rigorously sourced analysis, leads readers on a staggering
journey to learn about:
·the key enablers and henchmen pushing for gain-of-function
research
·the profit motive behind gain-of-function research
·successfully engineered “chimeric viruses” that can infect and
kill humans
·the coordinated effort to silence speculation of COVID-19’s
laboratory genesis
·the complicity of scientific journals to hide the origins of
COVID-19
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·the role of the Wuhan Institute of Virology in China’s
biowarfare/biodefense program
·the relationships between US health, military, and intelligence
bureaucracies and scientists and their Chinese counterparts
·the role of Bill Gates and Sir Jeremy Farr in helping to
orchestrate China’s global cover-up
The Wuhan Cover-up unveils a US/Chinese conspiracy of epic
proportion and lethal consequence.

AUTHOR BIO
Robert F. Kennedy Jr. is the chairman of the board and chief
legal counsel for Children’s Health Defense. He is an esteemed
author, with a long list of published books including New York
Times bestsellers The Real Anthony Fauci and Crimes Against
Nature, as well as American Values: Lessons I Learned from My
Family and Thimerosal: Let the Science Speak. Kennedy is the
founder of Waterkeeper Alliance, and he was named one
of Time magazine’s “Heroes for the Planet” for his success
helping Riverkeeper lead the fight to restore the Hudson River.
His reputation as a resolute defender of the environment and
children’s health stems from a litany of successful legal actions.
He received recognition for his role in the landmark victory against
Monsanto, as well as in the DuPont case that inspired the
movie Dark Waters (2019).
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Praise for The Wuhan Cover-up:
"The Real Anthony Fauci provided the 'receipts' on Fauci's criminality; The Wuhan Cover-up provides the act itself—
an event that will live in infamy."—Steve Bannon
Praise for Robert F. Kennedy Jr. and The Real Anthony Fauci:
“Dr. Joseph Goebbels wrote that ‘A lie told once remains a lie, but a lie told a thousand times becomes the truth.’
Tragically for humanity, there are many, many untruths emanating from Fauci and his minions. RFK Jr exposes the
decades of lies.”—Luc Montagnier, Nobel laureate
“Bobby Kennedy is one of the bravest and most uncompromisingly honest people I’ve ever met. Someday he’ll get
credit for it. In the meantime, read this book.”—Tucker Carlson
"Despite all the lying, or maybe in reaction to it, Bobby is becoming a legitimate folk here. I hear it all the time."
—Tucker Carlson
“As a trial lawyer, Robert F. Kennedy Jr. has taken on the world’s most powerful corporations and held them
accountable for harming people and the environment. Those companies denied any wrongdoing—but time and
again, judges and juries were persuaded that Kennedy’s position was the right one. Kennedy’s information should
always be considered, and agree or disagree, we all learn from listening.”—Tony Robbins, New York Times
bestselling author
“Bobby Kennedy and I famously disagree about many aspects of the current debates surrounding Covid and
vaccines. We also disagree about Dr Fauci. But I always learn when I read or hear Bobby’s take. So read this book
and challenge its conclusions.”—Alan Dershowitz, Felix Frankfurter Professor of Law, Emeritus, at Harvard Law
School; author of The Case for Vaccine Mandates
“If you have any interest in doing a deep dive into the more than 100-year history of what led up to the COVID-19
pandemic, then The Real Anthony Fauci is an absolute must-read. In addition to exposing Fauci, the book reveals
the complex web of connections between Gates and Big Pharma and many of the most important players that were
responsible for seeking to implement global tyranny and profit enormously from the propaganda behind the COVID
injections, masks, and lockdowns.”—Dr. Joseph Mercola, founder of Mercola.com
“Bobby Kennedy’s book on The Real Anthony Fauci speaks truth in times when health care becomes health harm,
untruth rules through anti-science and fake news."—Dr. Vandana Shiva, director of Navdanya and author of
Oneness vs. the 1%
"I deeply respect [Bobby], and I think if there's anyone that deserves the Nobel Peace Prize, he is the one."—Robert
W. Malone, MD, virologist, immunologist, molecular biologist
“I thought I understood what was going on from an insider POV. But this is mind-blowing. Anthony Fauci is playing
precisely the strategy that he developed and tested during the HIV days. Bobby is on fire in this manuscript. The
depth of information and facts, all carefully cited, is mind-blowing. It is a must-read. I think it will really help clarify
what has been going down here. Thanks to the consistently dysfunctional COVID-19 response by Fauci and USG/
HHS (US Government Health and Human Services Department), we have all become familiar with the terms
"regulatory capture" and "Noble Lie." The personal opinion and bias of Dr. Fauci has been repeatedly substituted for
evidence-based medicine, and we are all living with the consequences. But beyond this mundane incompetence,
what this book clearly documents are the deeper forces and systemic, pervasive governmental corruption, which
have led us to this point. Not since the reign of former FBI director J. Edgar Hoover, have we seen such empire
building by a corrupt, longstanding federal employee who is long past retirement age. Dr. Fauci's apparent need to
bolster a fragile ego has led to the almost complete systemic corruption of not only US HHS, but the entire world
public health system. The consequences will be lasting damage to the reputation of the United States of America,
US FDA, and US CDC as honest, independent guardians of public health, which has been carefully nurtured over
many decades. The world is now able to clearly see that the US HHS has been captured and compromised by
commercial interests. One unintended consequence of allowing and enabling this tragedy will be further erosion in
domestic trust in the Public Health System, and in particular, in the entire vaccine enterprise. Global impacts are
likely to include accelerating loss of trust in US and western pharmaceutical companies and regulators, and more
rapid rise of Asian, Indian, and Middle Eastern pharmaceutical competitors."
—Robert W. Malone, MD, virologist, immunologist, molecular biologist
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Killing Kennedy
Exposing the Plot, the Cover-Up, and the Consequences
Jack Roth
In Killing Kennedy: Exposing the Plot, the Cover-Up, and the
Consequences, author Jack Roth interviews researchers,
scholars, eyewitnesses, and family members of those who were
part of the tangled web of US intelligence operations associated
with the Cold War and the circumstances surrounding the
assassination of John F. Kennedy. The author asks important
questions, including why the assassination still matters today and
what the lasting ripple effects have been since that fateful day.
The Kennedy assassination represents one of the most impactful
events in not only American but also world history, and this book
represents an important addendum to understanding its enduring
significance. On November 22, 1963, the duly elected president
of the United States was murdered in cold blood, forever
destroying “Camelot” and national optimism for world peace.
Gleaning a “people’s history” of the assassination through dozens
of insightful and heartfelt interviews, Roth presents a riveting
narrative by creating a respectful, well-crafted, and emotionally
charged book from which both older and younger generations will
gain a greater understanding of our nation’s history and current
status in the modern world.

AUTHOR BIO
Jack Roth is a journalist, documentary film producer, and author.
He has produced the award-winning documentary films
Extraordinary: The Stan Romanek Story, Extraordinary: The
Seeding, and Extraordinary: The Revelations. He is the author of
Ghost Soldiers of Gettysburg and Unknown Down, books that
explore unexplained phenomena. He currently resides in Orlando,
Florida with his wife, Lisa; his son, Nathaniel; his dog, Scooter;
and his cat, Leo.
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Lies of Omission
Algorithms Versus Democracy
Catherine DeSoto
A lie of omission—withholding needed information to
correct a false belief.
There is a sharp and more hostile divide emerging in the United
States. The shift is documented by various polls, and the speed
of the change is alarming. There are certainly contributing factors,
but one factor is unique to the contemporary era: receiving the
majority of our information via social media experiences. Media
algorithms, and to some extent overt censorship, serve users
curated content that is unlike what their neighbors receive.
Lies of Omission brings together various perspectives on the
causes and effects of the divided information
streams. Psychology and neuroscience, combined with some
historical jurisprudence, are woven together to spell out the
dangers of the modern social media experience. Importantly, the
human response can be understood as rooted in our psychology
and neurochemistry.

In part two of the book, eight hot button issues that have provoked
deep divisions among American citizens are presented as
well-researched, opposing-view chapters with a goal to lay bare
the extent of the disinformation gap that we are living in. With the
rise of ephemeral smart media, and the associated displacement
of the permanently printed word, it is rare to have a clear idea of
what persons who do not share our opinions actually believe, or
why.
The decimation of communal information sources is nearly
complete. What can one do? One concrete step is to turn some
of your attention away from curated, impermanent news and read
a book. Read this book. Dr. Catherine DeSoto spells out why it is
worth our time to be informed regarding the issues we care
about: something your phone’s curated media will never do for
you. Open your mind to the quaint idea that one is not informed
unless one understands the opposing view.
Surprising all-new research regarding the political divide and the
pandemic is included. Together with over 150 references, this
book will be the definitive source documenting the effects of the
media algorithm revolution.
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AUTHOR BIO
Catherine DeSoto, PhD, is a professor, psychologist, and awardwinning teacher and scholar, as well as the mother of four. Dr.
DeSoto’s expertise encompasses social psychology, gender
differences, and neuroscience, particularly relating to neuroendocrine
effects on behavior. She has published over forty scholarly articles on
topics ranging from sex differences to health and immunity, which have
collectively been cited over 2,000 times. She has run a homeless
shelter, served as union president, and has a long history of political
and social activism.
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Praise for Lies of Omission:
“Dr. DeSoto has provided a clear-headed, engaging, and much needed discussion and analysis of the current
political and ideological divides and the factors that worsen them. The mixture of psychological and biological
biases with social-media-driven distortions creates the perfect storm that exacerbates divisions, and in doing so
undermines social cohesion. Dr. DeSoto explores how this toxic mix is affecting us in the context of today’s hotbutton issues. This important book is a must read.” —David C. Geary, author of Children's Mathematical
Development and contributor to the 1999 Mathematics Framework for California Public Schools; Curators'
Distinguished Professor, Department of Psychological Sciences and Interdisciplinary Neuroscience, University
of Missouri
"The freedom of speech is founded on the notion that in the marketplace of ideas, the truth will eventually
prevail. But in the world of digital media platforms like Google, YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, TikTok, and
Instagram, we may never find the truth, as cleverly devised algorithms narrow what we see and hear, and
reward our blindered journey with persistent positive reinforcement. Psychology scholar Catherine DeSoto
draws upon social psychology and our neural circuitry to explain how we are being increasingly polarized by our
media feeds." —Christopher R. Martin, professor of digital media, University of Northern Iowa, and author of No
Longer Newsworthy: How the Mainstream Media Abandoned the Working Class
“In Lies of Omission, Catherine DeSoto has written something as timely as it is important. As Professor DeSoto
explains in detail, and with examples covering a number of critical and polarizing issues of the day, our very
democracy is in jeopardy from a prevailing culture of intolerance and lack of curiosity for opposing views. But
this culture, DeSoto explains, has not arisen out of nowhere. It has been created, and cultivated on a daily basis,
by news outlets and social media companies that increase sales and views, and therefore, profits by providing
information—many times with missing pieces and context—which affirms our own biases and encourages anger
and even hatred for others who do not share these biases. What is lost in the process is truth and honest inquiry
and debate, which are the very bedrock of any functioning democracy. We are left with a society torn asunder by
tribal-like divisions that prevent us from grappling with and solving the very important issues of our day—some
of these issues being literally life and death. This book will make you question what is true and factual in the
world, and whether you have a viable path for discerning such things. But this is good. Like Plato sitting in the
cave and wondering about how much the shadows on the walls accurately represent reality, we too must ask
such important philosophical questions in a world where the shadows, through advanced technology and
intentional manipulation, are becoming ever larger and leading us farther and farther away from truths that we
must discover to save our very world.” —Dan Kovalik, labor and human rights lawyer, and author of Cancel This
Book and No More War
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Natural Cleaning
DIY Solutions for the Kitchen, Bedroom, Bathroom, Office, and More
Pam Farley
Protect your health, reduce waste, and be a better steward
of the Earth by making the switch to natural cleaning
products with these 43 easy recipes!A clean house should not
come at the expense of your health. Common household
cleaners are not kid-friendly or pet-friendly—or lung-friendly, or
skin-friendly. Store-bought cleaners that contain bleach and
ammonia, drain cleaners, toilet cleaners, and more are the cause
of thousands of household emergencies each year. These
harsh cleaners and artificial fragrances can irritate your eyes and
lungs, and exacerbate allergies and asthma. Not to mention how
all these chemicals and packaging materials are affecting the
environment.
Bottom line, your home—and the planet—are simply safer
without them.
Most people think natural cleaners either:
1.don’t work
2.are difficult / annoying to make
3.involve a lot of exotic, expensive ingredients that are too hard
to find
4.all of the above!
The truth is, you can clean every room in your house—curtains,
carpet, toilet, tile grout, whatever—without ever touching another
bottle of Clorox. In this book, you’ll learn why these cleaners work,
how to stock your home with a few basic ingredients you can
grab as needed—and why you shouldn’t use some of the DIY
cleaning recipes you see online.
You’ll also learn:
·How to safely and naturally clean every surface in your
home, from stainless steel appliances to moldy showers
·Which natural cleaning ingredients should never be mixed (and
why)
·How to customize your cleaners with essential oils
·Why you should use distilled water instead of tap water
·There’s even a recipe for cleaning dog toys!
Make the switch to non-toxic DIY cleaning solutions now!

AUTHOR BIO
Pam Farley lives her motto of “make it, don’t buy it” every day as
the founder of BrownThumbMama.com, a website dedicated to
healthy living, natural eating, and attempted gardening. A former
corporate writer, she ditched the cubicle in 2015. Now she
spends her time working from home with her family, cooking from
scratch, growing vegetables in her front yard, teaching about
essential oils, and avoiding housework. She is also the author of
Complete Essential Oil Diffuser Recipes. She lives in
Sacramento, California.
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Skincare Hoax
How You're Being Tricked into Buying Lotions, Potions & Wrinkle Cream
Dr. Fayne Frey
Feel Empowered and Beautiful at Any Age with This
Groundbreaking Guide to Skincare

We all want to have young and healthy skin, yet the beauty
industry is so mixed in its messages that most consumers have
no way to tell which skincare products are helpful and which
claims are pure hype. In The Skincare Hoax, skincare expert Dr.
Fayne Frey explores the “essential” product categories that are
entirely unnecessary, exposes how many well-known skincare
ingredients have no scientific basis, and recommends truly
effective skincare products and regimens that are easy and
affordable.
Key points include:
·Why an over-the-counter wrinkle cream that removes wrinkles
would be in violation of federal law.
·The one and only true anti-aging product.
·What moisturizers actually do.
Reveal the healthiest and most informed choices for your skin
with The Skincare Hoax.

AUTHOR BIO
Commonly known as “The Ralph Nader of the Skincare Industry,”
Fayne L. Frey, MD, is a New York-based, Ivy League-trained,
board-certified dermatologist and skincare consultant and a
nationally recognized expert in the effectiveness and formulation
of over-the-counter skincare products. She is a contributor to and
on the editorial board of both 50PlusToday, a top-rated senior
lifestyle online magazine, and The Doctor Weighs In, one of the
leading online sources for trusted health and wellness
information. She is the founder of FryFace.com, which offers
skincare information and a tailored product selection service.
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Praise for The Skincare Hoax:
“The Skincare Hoax will make you rethink everything you know about skincare. You'll be putting money back
in your pocket once you’re reading this excellent book.” —Anna Villarreal, JD, founder & CEO of LifeStory
Health
“Don't be fooled! Fancy ads and high price tags don't mean a skincare product is better. Dr. Fayne Frey lays it
on the line in The Skincare Hoax.” —Leslie Farin, MPH, publisher/founder/editor-in-chief of 50PlusToday
“Dr. Frey has a flair for setting the record straight. Thoughtfully written, this book helps navigate the myriad of
products that are on the market. Great read!” —Mary P. Leahy, MD, MHA, and CEO of Bon Secours Charity
Health System
“An entertaining and meaningful read about how the media taps into our emotions and influences our
decisions. This book is a must for those who want to know what we really need for skincare.” —Nancy Parkes,
EdD, education consultant
“The Skincare Hoax, I think about it every time I wash my face! Simplicity is a good thing.” —Gay Rodgers,
owner/director of Hameau Farm in the Big Valley
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Imbibing for Introverts
A Guide to Social Drinking for the Anti-Social
Jeff Cioletti
With at least 60 recipes, this wide-ranging drinks book is
ideal for anyone building their bar library—tongue-in-cheek
with humorous anecdotes and thoughtful illustrations, it will
also appeal to those who appreciate light-hearted memoir
and travel reading.

Long before the term “social distancing” entered the lexicon,
introverts were thriving. But let’s clear one thing up right away:
Being introverts doesn’t mean we’re all a bunch of hermits.
Introverts like going out as much as the next person—as long as
it’s a manageable, crowd-less situation with comfortable places
to sit! The emptier the bar, the better. The less likely to be
bothered by—GASP—other people, even more ideal.
As a professional drinks writer and editor who travels solo a great
deal for a living, the author has learned a thing or two about
drinking alone. For instance, seclusion is key. Look for a bar that
offers numerous opportunities to sequester yourself. Avoid the
communal tables, sit as close to the end of the bar as possible (a
corner two-top in a darkened room is best-case-scenario), and
don’t skimp on the beverage: Order something with complexity
that makes you quietly contemplate what’s in your glass, how it
got there, and how your surroundings are accentuating the
drinking experience. Tiki bars are among the most conducive to
that vibe, as everything from the ingredients, to the décor, to the
music is designed for just soaking it all in without distraction, but
never discount the daytime dive bar either.

Imbibing for Introverts combines the social survival tactics taught
in guides like The Introvert’s Way with the appreciation for
thoughtful drinking found in travelogues like Around the World in
80 Cocktails. From Frankie’s Tiki Room in Las Vegas, to New
York’s Dead Rabbit cocktail bar, to San Francisco’s Chinatown
dive bar Li Po, Imbibing for Introverts helps solo drinkers
confidently pull up a seat at every genre and subgenre of drinking
establishment. The book begins in readers’ most comfortable
setting—their own homes—before taking them out on the town, to
bars across the country and, finally, overseas. There are more
than a dozen chapters divided by bar type, along with
an introduction (“Introvert’s Manifesto”) and epilogue (“Quarantine
Confessions”). Each chapter features drink recommendations
and cocktail recipes that relate to the particular setting, so if
desired, you could also partake without the annoyance and
sometimes anxiety-ridden task of leaving the house.
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AUTHOR BIO
Jeff Cioletti’s tenure in liquid literacy has exposed him to some
of the best libations the world has to offer and given him access
to the producers and purveyors of such fine refreshments. He
combines his love of drink with a passion for travel and one
usually involves the other. He is the editor in chief of Craft Spirits
magazine, a publication of the American Craft Spirits Association.
Before that he served for fourteen years as an editor at Beverage
World magazine, including eight years as editor in chief. He’s
also the author of the books Drink Like a Geek, SakePedia, The
Drinkable Globe, The Year of Drinking Adventurously, and Beer
FAQ. Jeff is the founder of DrinkableGlobe.com and host of “The
Drinkable Globe Podcast” and has been a frequent contributor to
a variety of publications including Beverage Media,
BevNet, Beverage Industry, The Takeout, SevenFifty Daily, and
CraftBeer.com. Additionally, he’s certified as an International
Kikisake-shi (sake sommelier) by Sake Service Institute
International and the winner of four North American Guild of Beer
Writers awards.

Praise for Imbibing for Introverts:
"Introverts (like myself!) can now rejoice at having a book that will help us navigate the drinks scene with our
comfort level in mind. Cioletti is a thoughtful and very knowledgeable guide." —Em Sauter, founder/cartoonist of
Pints and Panels
"An ideal guide for the party animal . . . who just wants to be left alone with his drink and his thoughts. Many of
us got pretty good at drinking by ourselves during the pandemic, but Jeff Cioletti shows he's a true master of the
craft." —Aaron Goldfarb, Brand Mysticism: Cultivate Creativity and Intoxicate Your Audience
"Keep those sweatpants cinched tight. With Imbibing for Introverts, Jeff Cioletti proves that staying at home
doesn't mean missing out on any fun—or a couple great cocktails." —Joshua M. Bernstein, journalist and author
of The Complete Beer Course
"Savoring a drink alone is one of life’s greatest pleasures. With dark humor and an encyclopedic knowledge of
booze, Jeff Cioletti is what every introvert might not be able to admit they need: a companion along for the ride.
Whether you’re curled up with a martini on the couch or sipping an Old Fashioned in a dim bar corner, Imbibing
for Introverts is sure to make the experience that much more special." —Kate Bernot, drinks reporter
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If You Give a Lab a Lab
Barking Bad (A Breaking Bad Parody)
Sam Miserendino; Illustrated by Mike Odum
The Fifth Installment of the Addicted Animal
series—a parody of the hit show Breaking Bad
If You Give A Lab A Lab: Barking Bad is a gritty, yet
adorable story about a Labrador Retriever who rises from lovable
family pet to ruthless dog-treat kingpin after he creates a special
blue biscuit that hooks the neighborhood dogs. A gripping tale of
power, deception, and chew toys, this fifth book in the Addicted
Animal Series takes an unflinching look at what happens when a
"good boy" goes bad.

AUTHOR BIO
Sam Miserendino is an attorney by day, author by night, and
father 24/7. It was in this latter role that Sam was inspired to write
about beer-drinking bunnies and bong-smoking bears. After
reading books about carb-addicted moose, mice, and pigs to his
son and daughter for the millionth time, Sam's thoughts drifted to
other animals with other addictions. Sam lives in Buffalo, New
York, with his wife, two children, two dogs, and two cats, none of
whom, he is happy to report, are addicted to anything more
serious than chew toys, catnip, and television.
Mike Odum is a former bartender so he has extensive
experience with inebriated mammals. Mike's observation of bar
fauna informed his skillful renderings in If You Give A Bunny A
Beer and If You Give A Bear A Bong. When not drawing drunk
bunnies and stoned bears, Mike develops games for ROOT
76—a game company he co-founded. Mike lives in Richmond,
Virginia, with his wife and two-year-old daughter, who enjoys
sneaking into his studio and adding her own touches to his work.
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Spey Flies, Their History and Construction
John Shewey
The Definitive Book on The World's Most Iconic Flies
Within fly tying, and within steelhead and salmon angling, Spey
flies occupy a substantial niche. These flies are exceptionally
popular in America, not only on the “steelhead coast,” but
nationwide among fly tying enthusiasts, and they enjoy a
substantial popularity worldwide; their popularity has gained
renewed enthusiasm with the latest generation of young tiers and
anglers (the private Facebook page “The Spey Tyer” has 3,600
members). The author is the world’s leading authority on the
history and tying of Spey flies simply because they caught his
fancy in the 1980s and over the years he has conducted more
research on the topic by far than anyone else. His vision for this
new incarnation of his original Spey Flies (Amato Publications,
2002) includes a tremendous upgrade from the original—an
entirely new book, in fact—because he has uncovered so many
historical facts, intrigues, people, and flies that have never been
compiled in a single volume, or even presented in any form to the
interested audience. The original Spey Flies was graphically rich;
the new book is far more so.

AUTHOR BIO
John Shewey is an Oregon-based veteran steelhead fly angler,
journalist, photographer, author, and noted fly tier whose elegant
steelhead flies have earned national prominence. The
editor-in-chief of the Northwest Fly Fishing magazine group, John
has written hundreds of articles and published countless
photographs and to date has authored more than a dozen books.
He appears frequently as a speaker at club meetings, conclaves,
and sports shows around the country.
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The Science of Witchcraft
The Truth Behind Sabrina, Maleficent, Glinda, and More of Your Favorite
Fictional Witches
Meg Hafdahl
A scientific discovery of witches in fiction—Chilled
Adventures of Sabrina, Sleeping Beauty, Wicked and so
many more!

Kelly Florence and Meg Hafdahl, authors of The Science of
Women in Horror and co-hosts of the Horror Rewind podcast
called “the best horror film podcast out there” by Film Daddy,
present a guide to the history of witchcraft through the stories and
characters we all know and love. Reveal the spellbinding science
behind the legends and lore surrounding fiction’s most iconic
witches, answering such questions as:
·What is the science behind divination and spellcraft?
·When did witchcraft begin to show up in literature and media?
·Has science made it possible to uncover the truth behind the
powers of necromancy and employing familiars?
·How has witchcraft been thought of throughout the world?
Through interviews, film and literary analysis, and bone-chilling
discoveries, join Kelly and Meg as they learn about the
complicated and rich science of witchcraft throughout the
centuries and discover why now is the season of the witch!

AUTHOR BIO
Meg Hafdahl is a writer and co-host of the Horror Rewind
podcast. Her female-driven horror fiction has been produced for
audio by The Wicked Library. She is the author of Her Dark
Inheritance, Daughters of Darkness, and the short story series
Twisted Reveries. Meg lives in Minnesota with her husband, two
young sons, and a menagerie of pets.
Kelly Florence is a teacher, a mother, and a horror film lover.
She is passionate about female representation in all media and
particularly in the horror genre. Kelly teaches at Lake Superior
College in Duluth, Minnesota, and produces and co-hosts Horror
Rewind.
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Praise for The Science of Witchcraft:
"Florence and Hafdahl have done it again! No toil and trouble here. They cast an enchanting and page-turning
spell on their readers." —Paul McGuire Grimes, film critic
"Wicked fun and absolutely fascinating. Meg Hafdahl and Kelly Florence have put together an extensive,
engaging read that's a must for every horror lover's bookshelf." —Rachel Harrison, author of Cackle
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The Science of Golf
The Math, Technology, and Data
Will Haskett
The perfect gift for golf enthusiasts of all experience levels!
InThe Science of Golf, seasoned sports broadcaster Will Haskett
examines the science behind the beloved sport of golf. The
author covers topics like the swing, the body, the mind, the
equipment, the agronomy of the course, analytics, and much
more. Haskett explains what makes the ball fly, how different
swings can accomplish the same result, why different playing
fields impact each shot, and how a rapid improvement in
technology has made the sport easier and more accessible. With
insight from industry experts, sports scientists, and some of
golf’s best minds, this book may surprise golf gurus and science
geeks alike!

AUTHOR BIO
Will Haskett has spent his career in front of the camera and
behind the microphone as a sports play-by-play announcer and
host. He has also written for golf websites, including Golf News
Net. Haskett resides in Indianapolis.

Praise for The Science of Golf:
“The past two decades have produced an explosion of scientific
results that have increased our understanding of golf. These results
aren’t just of academic interest. Players have used this new science to
gain competitive edges, both on and off the golf course, because
incremental advantages lead to lower scores and can make the
difference between winning and losing. In The Science of Golf, Will
Haskett gives a clear and engaging account of the most important
advances in technology, equipment, fitness, the mental game,
statistics, strategy, and more. Highly recommended!” —Mark Broadie,
author of Every Shot Counts
“Will does a fantastic job of explaining what can be a complicated
subject very simply. If you’re a golf nerd like me who likes the nuts
and bolts, or someone who just wants to understand the general
secret sauce that makes a modern-day PGA Tour player, this book
provides great insight. Dare I say, it might even improve your own
game.” —Arron Oberholser, Golf Channel analyst and former PGA
TOUR player
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The Science of Football
The Math, Technology, and Data Behind America's Game
Will Carroll
InThe Science of Football, sportswriter and injury expert Will
Carroll teams up with writer and podcast host Tyler Brooke to
show how understanding the science behind American football
helps fans appreciate the sport even more. The authors cover
topics like injuries, equipment, and analytics from all sides of the
game, including offense, defense, and special teams.
After reading this fascinating addition to the successful Science
of series, football enthusiasts at the professional, college, and
high school levels and science geeks alike will better appreciate
the game--no matter which teams are playing!

AUTHOR BIO
Will Carroll writes about sports science, sports medicine, and
sports. His “Under The Knife” column was called “essential
reading” by Hall of Famer Peter Gammons. Author of two
award-winning books ( Saving The Pitcher and The Juice), Carroll
currently writes about injuries for his own newsletter and consults
with several professional teams and players on sports science.
His work has been seen on ESPN, Sports Illustrated, Baseball
Prospectus, and the New York Times. He lives in Indianapolis and
is @injuryexpert on most platforms.
Tyler Brooke has been covering the game of football for the last
ten years, focusing on film study and the NFL draft. His work has
been featured on Bleacher Report, SB Nation, FanSided, and a
number of other publications.
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Praise for The Science of Football:
“From someone who values and loves information, this book provides that. It gives me a look at why the
game we love has so many twists and turns. The Science of Football looks under the hood of the sport and
explains why everything from passing to player development is key to staying on top.” —Adam Schefter,
ESPN
"The Science of Football provides valuable insights and analysis into our most popular sport in a really novel
way. You'll never look at the game the same way again." —Leigh Steinberg, football super-agent
"I've watched and covered too many football games to count. But Will Carroll and Tyler Brooke's The Science
of Football has me thinking about the game in entirely new, inventive and Einsteinian ways. A PhD-level
course on gridiron insight." —Jeff Pearlman, author of multiple books including the upcoming The Last Folk
Hero: The Life and Myth of Bo Jackson
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Fitting In
Haruka Aoki; John Olson
A heart-warming, inclusive, and whimsical picture book
about a square trying to fit into a world of circles. This book
celebrates what makes everyone unique and special.
In a world of circles, Square feels different! In public, Square
wears extra shapes to try to fit in, but pretending to be a circle all
the time is hard work.
When Square trips and falls at a big, beautiful circle party,
everyone learns the truth about Square’s identity. In the end,
Square realizes many friends are different shapes, too, and
learns to celebrate the uniqueness of every shape (including the
square!).
·Perfect for teachers and parents to teach kids the
importance of inclusivity.
·Great resource for discussing topics like acceptance,
empathy, bullying, and more.
·A universal message that applies to anyone!

AUTHOR BIO
Haruka Aoki (she / they) is a Japanese artist, poet, and
award-winning illustrator. Her work aims to inspire individuals with
both wit and sincerity as her hand-drawn characters engage the
world around them. As a child of parents who travelled around the
world, often unsure of where “home” would be next, Haruka found
and continues to find comfort in nature and community, a
constant starting point in their work.
John Olson (he / they) is a graphic designer, art director,
illustrator, and performance artist living in Harlem. Originally from
Poughkeepsie, NY, he spent seven years in Columbus, Ohio
before adopting NYC as his home. John has an undergraduate
degree from the Columbus College of Art and Design and a
masters degree from Pratt Institute. Along with his love of design,
John has a passion for LGBTQ activism and visual storytelling.
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Praise for Fitting In:
"What a celebration of self! Aoki and Olson tell a beautiful story in word and art that will help readers of any age see
they are beautiful just the way they are! Be you circle, square, or even octagonal, Fitting In is a celebration of
standing out! Bravo!"—Andrew Levitt / Nina West, American drag queen, host of Storytime with Nina, actor, activist,
contestant on RuPaul's Drag Race (2019), and winner of Miss Congeniality
"Accepting and becoming yourself is at the heart of all heroes’ journeys, and has probably been a theme in stories
since, well, since there have been stories. And yet, Haruka and John, with deep simplicity and sweet, poppy
artwork, have spun some entirely new and fresh gold from this timeless straw. Fitting In is a heartwarming and
joyous book, and I found myself cheering along with the characters as I finished the story."—David Soman, New
York Times bestselling co-creator of the Ladybug Girl series with his wife Jacky Davis
"With humor, warmth, and joy, Fitting In is a book that will give kids a message of hope that self-acceptance,
connections with others, and our differences make us simply more human than not. For parents, a firm and light
reminder that our children simply DO NOT fit into our circles; they need their own sandboxes to play in." —Brian C.
Jo, PhD, Clinical Psychologist, Columbia University; Parent to a 6-Year-Old Daughter
"A beautifully illustrated, thoughtful, and playful story about what it means to let go of our social conditioning,
become who we are, and give others permission to do the same." —Majo Molfino, author of Break the Good Girl
Myth
"We spend our lives in pursuit of 'fitting in.' We forget that it is our inside looking at the other’s outside! Wonderful
book by Haruka Aoki and John Olson exploring psychological impact of finding self identity." —Nidhi Goel, MD,
Psychiatrist
"Everyone can relate to the struggles of trying to fit in. Haruka and John's friendly shape characters make great
companions in this bright, heartfelt story about finally learning to let your light shine." —Vida Rose, Artist and
Creator of @Comics_and_Selfcare
"Fitting In shares a wonderful and empowering message for all children struggling to understand themselves and
the world around them! With it's whimsical and inviting illustrations, it gently validates the loneliness that many kids
feel while highlighting the happiness and connection that comes by embracing our unique qualities. Through it's
fantastic metaphor of living in a world of circles, it can help both kids and parents discuss their feelings and find
their own shape!" —Casey O'Brien, PsyD, Columbia University
"Fitting In should be part of every child’s book collection and every adult’s too. It is a good reminder that no one
really 'fits in' and to be true to ourselves." —Lisanna Wallance, author of The Natural Witch's Cookbook
"A magical book for children, along with the adults in their life, highlighting accidental courage and the celebration
and freedom of not fitting in. It will be sure to spark conversations about self-acceptance, uniqueness, and the
transcendent qualities of truly fitting based on our humanness. This book will foster the opportunity to teach children
and their caregivers to celebrate what’s different about each of us." —Jonathan Liss, PhD, Columbia University
"What a fun, colorful book with a powerful message: be yourself." —Hannah Wnorowski, creator of The Deck of
Character
"This children's book contains powerful therapeutic messages for all children and adults alike. Everyone, regardless
of who you are, is invited to Haruka & John's colorful, warm, loving world. Start reading, and begin embracing just
who you are!" — Yuko Parris, LMHC Psychotherapist
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ADHD Strategies for Minecrafters
Fun Activities to Help Kids Thrive—An Unofficial Activity Book for Minecrafters
(50+ Activities!)
Erin Falligant
A fun activity book to help fans of Minecraft with ADHD!
This kid-friendly workbook features well-loved video game
characters and concepts to help kids with ADD and ADHD build
their executive-functioning skills and manage their behaviors with
greater confidence and ease. With Steve, Alex, zombies,
endermen, and skeletons to guide them, young Minecrafters will
be encouraged to try a variety of fun tools to help improve their
focus, stay engaged at school, embrace their strengths, make
friends with ease, and give their wonderfully busy brain an active
outlet.

·Full of helpful tools to help kids with ADHD manage challenges
at home and at school
·High-interest pages with colorful illustrations and familiar video
game characters
·Teaches kids to look at ADHD from a positive, can-do
perspective
·Empowering for kids and parents
Packed with useful suggestions for homework organization,
movement breaks, emotional regulation, social skills practice,
mindfulness exercises, and more, this book is the essential
gamer-friendly survival guide for kids with ADHD.

PAPERBACK
On Sale: 11/01/22

AUTHOR BIO

Sky Pony

Erin Falligant has written more than 30 books for kids, including
picture books, advice books, and Minecraft fiction books. She
learned how to play Minecraft from her nieces and nephews, who
taught her that winning is all about confidence—and being a
friend, not a griefer! Erin has a master’s degree in child
psychology and writes from her home in Madison, Wisconsin .
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Positive Behavior for Minecrafters
50 Fun Activities to Help Kids Manage Emotions
Erin Falligant
Fun and engaging activities for Minecrafters that will help
kids make good choices in school, at home, in social
settings, and more
Together with Steve, Alex, and their favorite mobs, young
Minecrafters will discover smart ways to navigate the tough
decisions and big feelings they face each day. Every page of this
empowering activity book features well-loved video game
characters and concepts alongside important tools to help kids
develop understanding of their own emotions and empathy for
others—foundations for positive decision making and behavior.
·Gamers can build beyond the game—a stronger
emotional vocabulary, self-regulation skills, cooperation,
and much more
·Independent activities—including fun challenges, mini
games, and fill-in-the-blank adventures—guide kids to take
better control of their reactions and decisions
·Every activity introduces concepts kids need now and
into the future in a fun, kid-friendly way

Packed with more than 50 creative activities, this book will help
kids have fun while encouraging positive behavior and good
choices.
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AUTHOR BIO

Sky Pony

Erin Falligant has written more than 30 books for kids, including
picture books, advice books, and Minecraft fiction books. She is
the author of Confidence-Building Activities for
Minecrafters, Friendship-Building Activities for Minecrafters,
and Mindfulness Activities for Minecrafters. She learned how to
play Minecraft from her nieces and nephews, who taught her that
winning is all about confidence—and being a friend, not a griefer!
Erin has a master’s degree in child psychology and writes from
her home in Madison, Wisconsin. To learn more,
visit erinfalligant.com .
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An Unofficial Joke Book for Fans of Roblox
800 Hilariously Blockheaded Jokes to Level Up Your Laughter
Brian Boone; Illustrated by Amanda Brack
Laugh your Roblox off with eight hundred all-new
side-splitters!
Level up your comedy cred as you level up your gaming! An
Unofficial Joke Book for Fans of Roblox is the brand-new,
illustrated chuckle-fest for any true fan of Roblox. Adopt these
hilarious puns and one-liners as your own, find your Laughtopia of
knock-knocks and hysterical one-liners, and start OOFing of
happiness whenever you rattle off these clever jokes about the
Roblox worlds and characters. Giggle your way to Jokehaven with
the silliest and wildest jokes you can spout off to all your favorite
blockheads!

Inside you will find jokes such as:

What’s the highest point in Roblox?
Up on the r-OOF.
Where’s a good place to invest Robux?
In the block market.
You’re a really great Roblox player.
But don’t get a big head about it or anything.
What happened when the Roblox builder didn’t use enough
supports?
She was on the brick of disaster!
What insult do Roblox players take as a compliment?
Blockhead!
For kids ages eight and up, this is the perfect book to have by
your side at home, at school, or while gaming! You’ll enjoy telling
these silly jokes to your friends and family. Have even more fun
with the silly illustrations throughout!

AUTHOR BIO
Brian Boone is a regular contributor to Funny or Die, Popdose,
Splitsider, and The Retroist, and his work has appeared on
McSweeney’s Internet Tendency, Adult Swim, The Impersonals, and
the Huffington Post. He also the author of The Unofficial Harry Potter
Joke Books series.
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Amanda Brack is the illustrator of the Diaries for Fans of Creepers
series and the Jokes for Minecrafters series from Sky Pony Press.
She has a passion for drawing and illustration and enjoys the creativity
of working on a wide variety of projects in her freelance career.
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The Mammoth Book of
Math Activities for
Minecrafters
9781510771147
$19.99/$26.99 Can.

Reading Power for
Minecrafters: Grades
1–2
9781510766235
$7.99/$10.99 Can.

Unofficial Amazing
Activities for Harry Potter
Fans
9781510761964
$7.99/$10.99 Can.
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Rocky's Road to the Big City
A Holiday Adventure
Jessica DelVirginia; Illustrated by Courtney Ling
When Rocky’s game of hide-and-seek in the big trees of
Upstate New York takes a turn, the little owl gets taken on a
ride, far far away from home just in time for Christmas.
On her journey, Rocky encounters a number of people—some
human, some gigantic and gold—places, including the big frozen
pond and her first experience “inside," and most importantly, the
glamour of unlimited mouse meals that she didn’t have to hunt for
herself. Rocky’s Road to the Big City is sure to become a holiday
story for the ages; a tiny, feathered piece of New York City holiday
lore.
Based on the events surrounding the arrival of the 2020
Rockefeller Christmas Tree in New York City, this book tells the
story from the perspective of the tiny saw-whet owl who stowed
away in its branches. Follow along on Rocky's harrowing
adventure from Oneonta to the Big Apple and meet the kind
humans who help her along her journey.

AUTHOR BIO
An avid reader her whole life, Jessica DelVirginia always knew
that she'd write a children's book one day. The opportunity
presented itself when Rocky made her appearance at Rockefeller
Center in 2020. Jessica grew up in New Jersey, and would look
forward to traveling into New York City every year to see the
Rockefeller tree with her family. Jessica is now the founder of
Insite Strategy, a strategic communications firm based in the
New York metro area, where she tells the stories of her clients in
a number of industries on a daily basis. Telling Rocky’s story was
an exciting creative departure from her typical press releases.
Jessica is a graduate of New York University and IE Business
School.
Courtney Ling began her career with the intention of inspiring
generations raised on technology to reconnect with the
communities, cultures, and landscapes around them. After
working as a designer in a variety of industries, she realized that
she could make a difference by putting thoughtful work into niche
industries where the creative details were typically
overlooked. Courtney now works in the packaging design
industry, with a focus on beauty. She loves heartwarming holiday
stories, and when the opportunity arose to illustrate Rocky’s tale,
she was excited to make this her first foray into illustration for
children. Courtney holds a BFA from The College of New Jersey.
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Praise for Rocky's Road to the Big City:
"This delightfully illustrated book is not only entertaining but contains great information about the saw-whet
owl sure to feed the curious and inquisitive minds of young readers. It is destined to become as memorable
as Rocky herself." —Janie Emaus, author of Latkes for Santa Claus
"Kids will love this sweet, magical Christmas tale, especially since it really happened! A great addition to
your holiday book collection. Get ready to read this one again and again!" —Lisa Ann Scott, author
of Narwhal's True Christmas Wish
“Rocky’s Road to the Big City is one of those holiday picture books that warms your heart and brings a smile
to your face no matter how many times you read it. This beautiful retelling of a true story about a darling little
owl who unintentionally hitched a ride tucked inside the branches of the soon-to-be Rockefeller Center
Christmas Tree, has everything a Christmas message should have—hope and heart. And, bonus, the author
has included backmatter which offers interesting information about the Saw-Whet Owl. This book is sure to
become one of the 12 books of Christmas that you read with your family every holiday season.” Michelle
Medlock Adams, award-winning author of 100-plus books, including I Love You to the Sun and Beyond
"Rocky's Road is an intriguing take on an owl's adventure after his tree is cut down to become the
Rockefeller Center Christmas tree. An imaginative tale that begs the reader to imagine an animal's point of
view when interacting with humans." —Katie Otey, author of Every Other Christmas
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The Lucky Grapes
A New Year's Eve Story
Tracey Kyle; Illustrated by Marina Astudillo
Tonight there is a celebración for New Year’s Eve.
Rafa has been counting down the hours ‘til they leave .
It’s New Year’s Eve in Spain, and Rafa is excited to stay up for
the first time ever to celebrate with his familia at the plaza.
There’ll be fireworks and música and . . . grapes? Rafa finds out
that he needs to eat a small grape with each of the twelve
midnight chimes to bring luck in the New Year. Can he do it? Will
he even make it to midnight?
Rafa frowns a little. The lucky grapes are small.
What happens if he drops one, or doesn’t eat them all?
Tracey Kyle’s read-aloud, rhyming text is sprinkled with words in
Spanish, while Marina Astudillo’s authentic illustrations capture
this popular tradition in all its joy and hope for the New Year.
Young readers will be eager to count in Spanish with Rafa and
experience this unique, enchanting celebration of culture. ¡Olé!

AUTHOR BIO
Tracey Kyle is a middle school Spanish teacher in Northern
Virginia, where she lives with her husband and two very spoiled
cats. When she’s not grading papers or working on a new story,
she enjoys cooking, reading and yoga. The Lucky Grapes is her
sixth book for children.
Marina Astudillo is a Spanish illustrator and graphic designer.
Her signature style includes bold colors and painterly scenes of
food, women, florals and day-to-day life. As a curious and
observant person, she loves to capture the beauty of small things
and whimsical moments. Originally from Madrid, she has also
lived in Amsterdam and Toronto. Over the course of seven years,
she has combined her career as a designer in advertising
agencies with developing an artistic brand of her own. Her work
has been put into branding, prints, accessories and many other
supports. This is her first picture book.
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Praise for The Lucky Grapes:
"With fun rhyming text that rolls off your tongue and vibrant illustrations, The Lucky Grapes will transport you to
Spain for New Year's Eve where you will want to savor the food and traditions of the night." —Debra Kempf
Shumaker, author of Freaky, Funky Fish and Tell Someone
"In Señora Kyle's trademark rhyming verse, a Spanish New Year's Eve tradition reveals itself through the
wonder and awe of young Rafa as he attends his first celebration at the plaza. Fireworks, music, family and
fun. And don't forget the twelve lucky grapes, one to bring luck to each month of the year. A fun story for young
readers to learn about holiday traditions in Spain." —Terry Catasús Jennings, author of The Little House of
Hope and Pauli Murray
"A magical glimpse into a little-known New Year's Eve celebration. Kyle's rhythmic story dazzles, and
Astudillo's atmospheric art sets off fireworks. Lucky readers!" —Candice Ransom, author of Amanda Panda
Quits Kindergarten and Only Margaret
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Every Other Christmas
Katie Otey; Illustrated by SJ Winkler
Every other Christmas, I celebrate with my mom.
Every other Christmas, I celebrate with my dad.
Sometimes I wish we could still be together.
But my favorite holiday is special, no matter who I celebrate
with.
After his parents’ divorce, a young biracial child spends every
other Christmas celebrating the differing traditions between the
African American and Colombian sides of his family.
The years the child spends Christmas in Illinois with his
mother's family, he crafts with his cousins and grandmother and
decorates the front yard with Grandpa. They put an angel on the
top of the tree, which is decorated with all of the handmade
ornaments Grandma has saved throughout the years. They shop
at the mall, sit on Santa's lap, and sing "Silent Night" at Christmas
Eve mass with the whole family.
During the holiday seasons he spends with Dad's family in
Colombia, the family decorates Abuela's tree with crystal and
glass ornaments, Papa Noel visits all of the cousins at Abuela's
house, and they eat arroz con pollo, arepas, bunelos, and
tamales for dinner (and you can't forget Abuela's silky-smooth
cinnamon hot chocolate!). They enjoy a fireworks display the
week before Christmas and sing "Noche de Paz" at Christmas
mass.
No matter where he is for Christmas, he is surrounded by
family, fun, and most importantly, love.
Every Other Christmas is a picture book that explores the heart,
soul, and fun of Christmas. The narrative’s parallel structure
highlights how each family’s celebrations are similar while
showcasing their exciting differences. This book invites any child
who reads this story to reflect on what makes Christmas with
their family special.

AUTHOR BIO
Katie Otey is an author and poet with a passion for spinning
heartwarming tales laced with humor. When she’s not writing,
she’s singing, performing skits with her kids, teaching Spanish,
traveling, and making her family laugh. Every Other Christmas is
a nod to Katie Otey's children and her heartfelt desire to blend her
experiences as an African American with close ties to Colombian
culture. For more on Katie, please visit her website at
katieoteywrites.com.
Samantha (SJ) Winkler is a happy child of divorced parents who
spent many plane-rides visiting her dad for Christmas holidays.
Now, she loves creating detailed worlds for picture books and
graphic novels as a member of the SCBWI and Kids Comics
Unite. You can see more of her work @sjwinklerart or
at www.sjwinklerart.com.
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Praise for Every Other Christmas:
"Every Other Christmas highlights a modern family that is dedicated to keeping tradition alive. In this
heartwarming story, we see that no matter where the main character is for the holidays, love from their family and
love for their culture is always there." —Jessica DelVirginia, author of Rocky's Road to the Big City
"You'll want to spend every Christmas with the diverse, delightful members of this family. Winkler's warm
illustrations complement Otey's simple text, resulting in a celebration of love and traditions, no matter where you
are." —Tracey Kyle, author of The Lucky Grapes
"This beautiful book shows the young reader there are many ways to celebrate Christmas. But no matter who you
celebrate with, what foods you eat, how you jiggle your feet, or what songs you sing, the main ingredient is always
love. It is sure to become a holiday classic." —Janie Emaus, author of Latkes for Santa Claus
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Bedtime Prayers with Jesus
Finding Rest in His Love
Susan Jones; Illustrated by Estelle Corke
Join Little Bunny as She Invites Jesus into Her Heart
It's time for a birthday celebration in the forest! Little Bunny has
her heart set on one very special gift: her first sleepover party with
her forest friends. Mama and Papa Bunny think it’s a splendid
idea and help her plan all of the details for a fun night. But when it
comes time to settle down, every little noise seems scary to the
friends. Mama and Papa give all the comfort they can—from hugs
to bedtime stories. But still no one can sleep! Then they realize
what got overlooked in all the excitement and just what’s needed
the most to help them all find peace and rest: Jesus’s love.

Bedtime Prayers with Jesus is the latest addition to the
heartwarming Forest of Faith storybook series, including A
Birthday Party for Jesus, Everyone Is Invited to Christmas, An
Easter Basket Filled with Love, and God’s Love Is a Warm
Cookie. This picture book will offer young children a fun, relatable
story of forest friends who discover how they can always find
comfort in Jesus through prayer.

AUTHOR BIO
Susan Jones is a mother, wife, writer, and Sunday school
teacher at her local church. She is the author of the whole Forest
of Faith series. She lives with her family and two dogs in
Manchester-by-the-Sea, Massachusetts.
Estelle Corke is a freelance illustrator who has worked as an
artist for more than thirty years. Her first love is children’s
publishing, with animals and children her favorite subjects.
Estelle’s art has appeared in Guideposts and Highlights. She
lives in Bath in the United Kingdom.
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"An accessible . . . Nativity story about a little one learning about Christian faith." —Kirkus Reviews
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